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The existing Village facilities have been evaluated for the space 
allocation and physical condition with intent to judge suitability for 
continued use and/or expansion and remodeling.  The reports 
contained in this section have been authored by architects and 
engineers based on site visits and building inspections.  All the 
buildings have been identified as having deficiencies resulting 
from old age.  The buildings have been adequately maintained 
for their age.  The Village Hall is a poor candidate for remodel 
and expansion due to functional obsolescence and the high cost 

to upgrade the facility and its systems to standards suitable for a 
modern Village Hall.
The Police facility, while not as old as the Village Hall, was built 
when police services were more narrow in scope compared to 
the increased complexity the police dept. faces today.  The build-
ing is half the size needed and does not accommodate today’s 
need for technology well.
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VILLAGE HALL

ARCHITECTURAL/STRUCTURAL 
ASSESSMENT

Existing Building Data
The existing Village Hall building is a two story, brick build-
ing of approximately 49,542 square feet.  A partial basement      
(7,194 s.f.) is used primarily for storage and has four garage 
doors leading to exterior parking.  The floor is unfinished 
concrete slab-on-grade with painted concrete foundation walls 
and exposed steel beam and concrete slab first floor structure 
above.  There is a grade change in the floor with a ramp be-
tween levels and a single, concrete stair leading to the garage 
or the first floor.  Wood stud partition walls have been erected 
between the existing concrete columns to form separate stor-
age areas.  The first floor (38,628 s.f.)  is the largest level of the 
building containing the majority of staff areas and all of the pub-
lic areas.  The main lobby is accessed directly from the parking 
lot and has customer counters for Finance and Community 
Development.  Secured doors prevent public access from the 
lobby to the various departments.  The Council Chamber is lo-
cated off a separate entrance on the south side of the building.  
It is not accessible to the public from the main lobby.  Common 
finishes on this level for the departments include carpeted floor-
ing, painted drywall partition walls and acoustical tile ceilings.  
A large garage and storage/shop area are also on this level on 
the east side of the building above the basement.  The second 
floor (3,720 s.f.) only covers a small portion of the first floor and 
is accessed by a stair located at each end of the floor.  A small 
freight elevator is available towards the middle of the floor, but 
is not rated for passenger use.  The upper floor houses the 
Information Services and Community Events departments.  
Finishes are similar to the first floor.  Ceiling heights vary on this 
floor as the second floor is constructed partially into the sloping 
roof space.

Building Condition/Quality
The existing Village Hall has had several additions and consists 
of various construction types and mechanical/electrical sys-
tems.  The different construction types and systems increase 
the complexity and the cost of maintenance, and the various 
additions have divided the building plan into a series of dis-
jointed spaces.  Public access is allowed on two different sides 
of the building, (the lobby and the Council Chambers) yet there 

is not a link between these spaces.  Several areas, including 
the restrooms near the Council Chambers and the print shop, 
are located on mezzanine levels between floors making access 
difficult.  A fitness center was added recently, but is located in 
the garage area and is remote from the majority of the Village 
Hall staff areas.  The proximity of a large portion of staff offices 
to the adjacent railroad tracks creates noise problems as trains 
pass multiple times during the typical work day.

Code/Life-Safety Issues
The basement level stairs to the first floor do not meet cur-
rent code requirements for tread/riser dimensions, handrail 
design, and landing area.  A ramp interferes with the landing 
at the basement level.  There is no secondary access from the 
basement level and a dead-end corridor has been created as 
additional walled storage space has been added.  There are 
also several areas of loose pipe insulation on exposed pipes 
throughout this area.

The main lobby does not have accessible counters, and the 
entrance doors from the lobby into the departmental areas do 
not meet accessibility requirements for adequate side clearance 
at doors.  All of the stairs between these levels have stair risers 
that align with the corridor preventing code required handrail 
extensions at the bottom and top landings.  No provisions have 
been made for areas of rescue at the stairs in an enclosed 
fire-rated assembly, and there is no accessible access to the 
entire second floor or basement level from the main level.  The 
print shop located on a lower mezzanine level from the main 
level and is only accessible by a set of stairs within the room.  
A stair lift would be required to make this room fully acces-
sible.  The restrooms adjacent to the Council Chambers are 
similarly located on a mezzanine level approximately six feet 
above the main level.  A vertical lift has been installed for wheel 
chair accessibility, however the guardrail mounted around the 
mezzanine level does not meet requirements for height and 
openness.  The stairs in this area also have the same handrail 
problem as stated above.  The lunch room counters, sink, and 
drinking fountain are not configured for accessibility and need 
to be replaced to be code-compliant.

ELECTRICAL ASSESSMENT

Local Fire Alarm System
Automatic dialers to local Fire Department from each fire alarm 
control panel.
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Egress Facilities
Exit signs appear to be adequately located. Most use an 
incandescent source, and many appeared to have burned out 
lamps needing replacement. Most did not have emergency 
battery backup. They appear to be connected to the emergency 
generator set(s). 

The facility(s) were not surveyed for an adequate quantity of 
egress emergency lighting. Some units with battery backup 
are provided in select areas. Most egress emergency lights are 
connected to the emergency generator(s).

Utilities - Electrical Distribution System
The Village Hall has several electrical service entrances from 
the utility company ComEd. These service entrances are as 
follows:

1. (2) underground service entrances are supplied from (1) 
utility transformer on the south side of the building. Each 
service entrance is rated at 400amp, 277/480 volt, 3-phase, 
3-wire (B-phase grounded service), and each terminates at a 
400amp fused disconnect switch.  One main service discon-
nect is located in the main electrical closet south of the Fire 
Prevention area, and the other in the storage garage. 

2. A separate 200amp, 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire service 
supplies the radio/cell phone communications tower and 
terminates at a 200amp fused disconnect switch.

3. A separate 100amp, 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire service 
supplies the dog kennel. 

4. A separate 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire service supplies the 
leased space for Cellular telephone providers. The service 
size was undetermined. 

5. A 400amp, 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire service supplies the 
Vehicle Maintenance Garage and terminates at a 400amp 
Fusible Distribution Panel.

6. A 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire service entrance is provided 
for the public transportation buses block heaters. 

Electrical Distribution System
The electrical distribution is a compilation of original equipment 
prior to the building’s conversion to the Village Hall, and many 
additions made to the original system as electrical needs and 
functions grew. While some equipment is in fair to good condi-
tion, we would consider much of the equipment to be outdated 
and in poor condition. There is no consistency to the manufac-
turer of equipment. Much time was given to mapping the electri-

cal distribution in order to achieve a greater understanding of 
the system. Some major points of concern are as follows:

1. First and foremost is the use of a 277/480 volt, 3-phase, 
3-wire service which can be dangerous to maintain, and alter. 
One of the phases has an erroneous voltage, also know as a 
wild leg. Often equipment can read no presence of voltage on 
live equipment.

2. While the National Electric Code gives certain exceptions 
for allowing more than one service entrance, this facility has 
more than one service entrance while not meeting any of the 
exceptions. The electrical distribution is intertwined without 
any clear demarcation of uses or areas by each service. 
Other concerns could be interconnection of the grounding 
systems.

3. The distribution beyond the main service entrance into the 
electrical closet consists of a wiring trough with one main 
feeder, and numerous taps from this feeder (seven taps were 
counted). The 120/208 volt distribution is contained within 
this same wiring trough with numerous taps from one feeder 
(four taps were counted). 

4. The main electric closet contains (2) sets of older transform-
ers. These are located in a non code compliant space. They 
appear to possibly be oil filled, and in very poor condition.

5. Every center of branch distribution contains one feeder, with 
multiple taps to load centers, and panelboards. 

6. More research needs to be done regarding the loading of the 
service entrance and branch distribution of the feeders, and 
equipment. Our suspicion is that these feeders may be either 
at their maximum capacity or over their capacity. 

Emergency Power
The Village Hall Complex has (2) emergency generators, and 
branch distribution systems. One generator is a natural gas 
unit rated at 15 kw, 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire. The other 
generator is also rated at 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire, but the 
kw rating was unidentified. The second unit contains a diesel 
fuel tank in the base. The 15kw unit appears to be original to 
the building, while the other unit was installed later. Both units 
appear to be well maintained and in good condition.

Fire Alarm System
Several non-coded, continuous ringing, supervised fire alarm 
systems are provided throughout the complex. A fire alarm con-
trol panel is located in the main Village Hall. An additional panel 
is located in the fleet maintenance, and the storage garage. 
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The original panels have been replaced with multiplex style 
panels. Each panel is separately connected to the Fire Depart-
ment. In general the fire alarm systems appear to be in good 
condition other than deficiencies noted elsewhere. 

Smoke and heat detection is provided throughout the Village 
Hall. Manual pull stations are provided at each egress door. 
Audio and visual evacuation signals are located throughout 
the complex. The evacuation signals are not ADA compliant in 
regards to mounting heights or Candela output. 

Energy Conservation
In discussions with staff, it was noted that there is a contract 
arrangement with ComEd. Under this arrangement, there is 
no charge for the electric utilities. Therefore, there have not 
been any incentives for energy savings projects for the Village 
Hall.  In general the lighting systems are fairly energy efficient, 
although they could be improved with newer technologies. 
Most of the interior lighting systems are T12 fluorescent with 
some incandescent in corridors or spaces requiring dimming. 
Incandescent lamps are utilized for most of the exit signs. Metal 
Halide lamps are utilized in the storage garage. The site lighting 
predominately utilizes mercury vapor lamps.  Improvements 
could be made by replacing the T12 lamps with T8 or T5 lamps. 
Incandescent lamps could be replaced with compact fluores-
cent sources. Exit signs could be replaced with exit signs using 
LED light sources. The site lighting could be improved by using 
fixtures with metal halide or high pressure sodium light sources. 

MECHANICAL/PLUMBING 
ASSESSMENT

Summary
The majority of the HVAC equipment serving the Village Hall 
is very old but appears to be well maintained and currently 
meeting the needs of the building.  The domestic water service 
serving the building does not have a back-flow device, which is 
a code violation.  Water heaters are relatively new and working 
properly.  The building has full sprinkler coverage, and two fire 
protection services are located in the lower level.  Much of the 
HVAC equipment serving the Village Hall is well beyond useful 
life and will continue to be a maintenance issue.  The HVAC 
equipment is very energy inefficient resulting in higher utility 
cost for the facility.   We recommend a complete replacement 
of the HVAC system serving the Village Hall with a modern, 

energy efficient system.  The addition of a back-flow device to 
the domestic water service to comply with the Illinois Plumbing 
Code is recommended.

Heating Ventilating and Air Conditioning 
Systems (HVAC)
Lower Level: The lower level of the Village Hall is served by 
several heating water unit heaters and through-the-wall type air 
conditioning units.  The unit heaters appear to be original equip-
ment and in poor condition.  Some of the air conditioners were 
working properly while others were not.

First Floor: The main level HVAC system includes several 
single zone, split system air handling units with heating water 
coils.  The Council Chamber and Committee rooms are served 
by a three zone, multi-zone split system unit with a heating 
water coil.  The storage garage, maintenance shop and workout 
room are heated by water unit heaters and cooled by through-
the-wall air conditioning units.  Most of the HVAC equipment 
serving the first floor appears to be original equipment.  All the 
equipment, although very old and at the end of useful life, ap-
pears to be working properly.

Second Floor:  The majority of the second floor is served by a 
combination of single zone split systems air handling units and 
packaged rooftop air handling units.  The split systems have 
heating water coils and the rooftop units have gas heat.  The 
Data Processing Room at the east end of the floor is served 
by a relatively new split system air handler.  With the excep-
tion of the unit serving the Data Processing Room the HVAC 
equipment serving the second floor is old and has exceeded its 
useful life.

Boiler Room: The boiler room contains two low pressure steam 
boilers, two steam-to-water heat exchangers and two base 
mounted heating water pumps.  The equipment is very old 
but appears to be in good condition.  The boilers were being 
repaired and cleaned at the time of the inspection.  The boiler 
room also contains two air compressors.  One compressor 
serves the maintenance shop and the other serves the building 
temperature control system.  
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POLICE STATION
ARCHITECTURAL/STRUCTURAL 
ASSESSMENT

Existing Building Data
The existing Police Station is a two-story brick building of ap-
proximately 26,700 square feet.  The lower level (13,350 s.f.) is 
dedicated to staff areas including the firing range, fleet parking 
and shared staff areas.  The second floor (13,350 s.f.) includes 
the public lobby, prisoner processing, and other staff depart-
ment areas and offices.

Building Condition/Quality
The existing Police Station is well-maintained and in good 
condition.  The existing building is located on a sloping site that 
is accessed on the upper level at grade at the front and the 
lower level at grade on the back of the building.   The building 
construction is brick veneer over concrete masonry walls with 
a flat roof structure.  Public access is controlled and limited to 
the front foyer and waiting area on the upper level.  The Police 
Station is at capacity in its current configuration and will not 
allow any expansion or reorganization of spaces to allow better 

function.  The building has been remodeled several times to 
accommodate functional changes and growth.

Code/Life-Safety Issues
The existing egress stairs between each level are not remote 
from each other and do not meet accessibility guidelines.  The 
toilet rooms do not meet accessibility guidelines and there are 
inadequate fixture levels for the occupancy of the building.  The 
cells in the prisoner processing area do not meet the current 
minimum size requirements.  

ELECTRICAL ASSESSMENT

Local Fire Alarm System 
Automatic dialers to local Fire Department from the Fire Alarm 
Control Panel.

Egress Facilities
Exit signs appear to be adequately located. Most use an 
incandescent source, and many appeared to have burned out 
lamps needing replacement. Most did not have emergency 
battery backup. They appear to be connected to the emergency 
generator set(s). 

The facility was not surveyed for an adequate quantity of 
egress emergency lighting. Some units with battery backup 
are provided in select areas. Most egress emergency lights are 
connected to the emergency generator(s).

Electrical Service Entrance
The Police Station has one electrical service entrance from the 
utility company. The  underground service entrance is supplied 
from a ComEd utility transformer on the east side of the build-
ing. The service entrance is rated at 1200amp, 277/480 volt, 
3-phase, 4-wire, and each terminates at a 1200 amp bolt-lock 
switch in the main switchboard.  

Electrical Distribution System
The electrical distribution is predominately original to the build-
ing with relatively few changes other than the new emergency 
generator and related distribution added in 2000. The original 
equipment appears to be in good condition, and no immediate 
concerns were identified. Most of the equipment was manufac-
tured by Kinney Electric. The newer electrical distribution also 
appeared to be in very good condition. This equipment was 
manufactured by General Electric. 

Plumbing Systems
The 1-1/2” domestic water service enters the building just south 
of the Legal Department.  There was no back-flow device at the 
water service entrance.  A back-flow device is required on the 
building domestic water supply by the Illinois Plumbing Code.  It 
is possible that a backflow device is located elsewhere on the 
property.

A 40-gallon electric water heater is located just west of the 
Council Chambers.  The water heater is approximately 3 to 4 
years old and in good working condition.  A 50-gallon electric 
water heater is located in the lower level and is approximately 8 
years old.  The 50 gallon water heater is working properly.

Fire Protection Systems
There are two fire protection water services that serve the 
Village Hall.  Both services are located in the lower level.  A 6” 
service is located between the overhead doors on the east wall 
and an 8” service is located to the south in the Bicycle Room.  
There is a double check type back-flow device on both fire pro-
tection services.  A wet type sprinkler system serves the entire 
Village Hall building. 
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Emergency Power
The police station has two emergency generators and branch 
distribution systems. One generator is a natural gas unit rated 
at 45 kw, 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire, and the other genera-
tor is rated at 100kw, 120/208 volt, 3-phase, 4-wire. The 100kw 
unit contains a diesel fuel tank in the base. The 45kw unit is 
original to the building, while the 100kw unit was installed in 
2000. Both units appear to be well-maintained and in good 
condition. 

Fire Alarm System
A non-coded, continuous ringing, supervised fire alarm system 
is provided for this building. The original panel has been re-
placed with multiplex style panel. This panel is separately con-
nected to the Fire Department. In general the fire alarm system 
appears to be in good condition other than deficiencies noted 
elsewhere.  Smoke and heat detection is provided throughout 
the Police Station. Manual pull stations are provided at each 
egress door. Audio and visual evacuation signals are located 
throughout the complex. The evacuation signals are not ADA 
compliant in regards to mounting heights or Candela output. 

Energy Conservation 
In discussions with staff, it was noted that there is a contract 
arrangement with ComEd. Under this arrangement, there is no 
charge for the electric utilities. Therefore, there have not been 
any incentives for energy savings projects for the Police Sta-
tion. In general the lighting systems are fairly energy efficient, 
although they could be improved with newer technologies. Most 
of the interior lighting systems are T12 fluorescent with some 
incandescent in corridors or spaces requiring dimming. Incan-
descent lamps are utilized for most of the exit signs. Improve-
ments could be made by replacing the T12 lamps with T8 or 
T5 lamps. Incandescent lamps could be replaced with compact 
fluorescent sources. Exit signs could be replaced with exit signs 
using LED light sources. 

MECHANICAL/PLUMBING 
ASSESSMENT

Summary
PSA-Dewberry performed a limited inspection of the heating, 
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, plumbing sys-
tems and the fire protection systems at the Police Station.  The 

HVAC equipment appears to be original, making the equipment 
approximately 27 years old.  The chiller, air cooled condenser 
and chilled water pump are at the end of useful life and will con-
tinue to be a maintenance issue.  The equipment is energy inef-
ficient resulting in higher utility cost for the Police Station.  The 
three air handlers, located in the mechanical penthouses, have 
significant additional service life given proper maintenance.  
The fire protection service in the Police Station has only a 
single check type backflow device.  The Illinois Plumbing Code 
requires a double check or reduced pressure type back-flow 
device on the fire service.  PSA-Dewberry recommends that the 
chiller, condenser and chilled water pump serving the Police 
Station be replaced with modern, energy efficient equipment.  
The three air handlers located in the penthouse mechanical 
rooms should be inspected and repaired as required.  PSA-
Dewberry also recommends replacing the back-flow device on 
the fire protection service to comply with the Illinois Plumbing 
Code.  
  

Heating Ventilating and Air Conditioning 
Systems (HVAC)
Lower Level: The lower level of the Police Station is served by 
three air handling units located in two mechanical penthouses.  
A single zone, constant volume air handler serves the northeast 
portion of the lower level and a second single zone, constant 
volume unit serves the firing range.  The remainder of the lower 
level is served by a large variable air volume air handler located 
in the east mechanical penthouse.

A mechanical room is also located in the lower level and con-
tains a chiller, chilled water pump and the exhaust system for 
the firing range.  The air cooled condenser serving the chiller is 
located just outside the mechanical room in an outdoor enclo-
sure.

The supply air devices in the northeast portion of the lower 
level were very dirty which might indicate a problem with the 
air handler filtering system.  The equipment in the mechani-
cal room appeared to be original with the building making the 
equipment approximately 27 years old.  The equipment was 
well maintained and working properly but is very close to the 
end of useful life.

Upper level: The upper level of the Police Station is entirely 
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served by the variable air volume VAV air handler located in the 
east mechanical penthouse.  Air is supplied from the air handler 
to zone terminal VAV boxes located throughout the floor.  The 
HVAC system and controls appeared to be working properly on 
the Upper Level.

East Mechanical Penthouse:  The east mechanical penthouse 
contains the large VAV air handling unit that serves the majority 
of the building.  The equipment appears to be original with the 
building but well maintained.  The air handler contains only 
fans, filters, dampers and coils which require minimal main-
tenance. With continued proper maintenance the air handler 
should be able to serve the building for several more years. 

West Mechanical Penthouse:  The west mechanical penthouse 
contains the single zone, constant volume air handler that 
serves the northeast portion of the lower level and the single 
zone, constant volume unit that serves the Firing Range on 
the lower level.  The equipment appears to be original with the 
building but well-maintained.  Both air handlers contain only 
fans, filters, dampers and coils which requires minimal main-
tenance. With continued proper maintenance the air handlers 
should be able to serve the building for several more years.  
The filters in the air handler that serves the northeast portion of 
the lower level should be inspected for proper operation.  This 
unit was also missing a fan belt guard.

Plumbing Systems
A water heater is located in the lower level mechanical room 
and is in good working condition.  

Fire Protection Systems
The fire protection water service that serves the Police Station 
is located in the fleet parking garage located in the lower level.  
There is a single check type back-flow device located on the 
fire protection service.  The Illinois Plumbing Code requires a 
double check or reduced pressure type back-flow device on 
the fire service.  A wet type sprinkler system serves the entire 
Police Station. 
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COUNSELING & SOCIAL SERVICES

ARCHITECTURAL/STRUCTURAL 
ASSESSMENT

Existing Building Data
The existing Counseling & Social Services building is a two- 
story, converted residential house of approximately 1,960 
square feet.  The house is approximately 80 years old and 
constructed of wood-framed walls, floor and roof over stone 
rubble basement foundation walls.  A porch and handicap ramp 
have been added to the first floor of the building for accessibility 
and are accessed from an accessible parking space in the east 
parking lot.  The building now houses offices, a reception area, 
staff break area and a single-user toilet room.

Building Condition/Quality
The existing Counseling & Social Services building is well-
maintained and in fair condition.  The basement walls have 
recently been repaired and repainted.  A main support beam in 
the basement has been structurally shored by additional steel 
post columns.  Part of the basement is a small crawl space, 
framed with concrete block, which was created when an addi-
tion was built onto the building.  The ceiling height is approxi-
mately 6’ in the basement, and the stair access to the base-
ment is very steep and narrow.  The reception area is accessed 
from a front stair and porch or a wood-framed ramp towards the 
rear of the building.  Access to the second floor is through an 
L-shaped, wood-framed staircase.  A secondary egress stair is 
provided on the exterior of the building.  The walls appear to be 
primarily painted plaster and many holes have been made to 
accommodate mechanical, electrical, and plumbing upgrades.  
The toilet room on the second floor has been remodeled with 
newer plumbing fixtures and vinyl tile floor.  Several gaps 
between floor tiles are visible.  The exterior siding and paint ap-
pear to be in fair condition.  The roof shingles are visibly curling 
in several areas and the perimeter drainage gutter has pulled 
away from the roof fascia in several locations due to ice dams 
near the edge of the roof.  These are both indications of  an 
inadequately vented roof system which reduces the life-cycle of 
the roof system.

Code/Life-Safety Issues
The ceiling height and stair access to the basement prevent 
any functional use of this space. The riser height tread width, 
and handrail design do not meet minimum code requirements.  
The low ceiling height in this area prevents any occupied use 

of the basement.  The handrail on the accessible ramp towards 
the rear of the building and the guardrail on the exterior egress 
stair do not meet the minimum design requirements.  Similarly, 
the stairs leading to the second floor do not meet code require-
ments for minimum tread and riser length and handrail design 
criteria.  The lack of a compliant ramp and stair to the second 
floor make the entire building inaccessible.  The railing could be 
reconfigured to the ramp to be compliant, but the interior stair 
could not be altered without substantial modifications to the en-
tire structure. The second floor toilet room is not designed to be 
accessible from the first floor.  Due to the age and construction 
of the building, the existing wall and roof insulation most likely 
do not meet current code minimum R-values.

ELECTRICAL ASSESSMENT

Local Fire Alarm System 
The local fire alarm system (located in the front hall closet) 
contains automatic dialers to the local Fire Department from the 
fire alarm control panel. 

Egress Facilities
There are no exit signs provided in the facility.  There are some 
emergency egress lights provided for the facility, although they 
do not appear to provide sufficient egress coverage. There are 
no exterior emergency lights which are required to illuminate 
the path of egress to the area way.  

Utilities
The Counseling & Social Services building has one electrical 
service entrance from ComEd. The  underground service en-
trance is supplied from a ComEd utility transformer on the east 
side of the building. The service entrance is rated at 100amp, 
120/240 volt, 1-phase, 3-wire, and each terminates at a 100 
amp main circuit breaker in the panelboard.  

EXISTING FACILITY ANALYSIS
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Electrical Distribution System
The electrical distribution has had extensive changes due to the 
conversion of the facility from a residence to an office build-
ing. The main panelboard is a Gould-ITE which is no longer 
manufactured. The main panelboard has no spare or spaces. 
One additional 12-circuit load center has been added for the 
building. While this is in good condition there is only (1) avail-
able space in the panel. 

Although we have not reviewed the utility demand information, 
we would anticipate there is no spare capacity in the service 
due to the more extensive power needs of an office compared 
to a residence. Rust was noted on the metal parts of the panel.  

The branch distribution is comprised of wiring contained in con-
duit and flexible conduit with some Romex. Although we did not 
identify any serious code concerns, it is very pieced together 
to serve new equipment as needed. No GFI receptacles are 
provided in locations as presently required by code. 

Emergency Power
The facility has no backup emergency power generator. There 
are no exit signs and minimal emergency lights. For a busi-
ness occupancy the facility does not meet the applicable codes 
regarding the coverage requirements for egress lighting.  

Fire Alarm System
A non-coded, continuous ringing, supervised fire alarm system 
is provided for this building. The panel is an Ademco #5140XM 
hard wired fire alarm control panel with an LCD remote annun-
ciator. There are 8-zones. The system appears to be in good 
condition but is not expandable and is likely outdated. 

Smoke and heat detection are provided throughout the facility. 
Manual pull stations are provided at each egress door. Audio 
and visual evacuation signals are located throughout the com-
plex. The evacuation signals are not ADA compliant in regards 
to mounting heights or Candela output. 

Security System
A small security system is provided for the building. The system 
appears to be in good condition and appears to provide suf-
ficient service for this need. 

Energy Conservation
In general the lighting systems are fairly energy efficient, 
although could be improved with newer technologies. Most of 

the interior lighting systems are T12 fluorescent with some in-
candescent in circulation areas and in the basement.  Improve-
ments could be made by replacing the T12 lamps with T8 or T5 
lamps combined with electronic ballasts. Incandescent lamps 
could be replaced with compact fluorescent sources. 

MECHANICAL/PLUMBING 
ASSESSMENT

Summary
The HVAC equipment serving this facility is old but appears 
to be well maintained and currently meeting the needs of the 
building.  The water heater is approximately 15 years old but in 
fair condition and working properly.  The building does not have 
an automatic fire suppression system (sprinklers).  The HVAC 
equipment serving the Counseling & Social Services Building is 
beyond useful life and will continue to be a maintenance issue.  
We recommend a complete replacement of the HVAC system 
serving the Counseling & Social Services Building with a mod-
ern, energy efficient system.  PSA-Dewberry also recommends 
replacing the domestic hot water heater.

Heating Ventilating and Air Condition-
ing Systems (HVAC) 
General Building: The building is served by a gas fired boiler 
that delivers heating water to cast iron type radiators located 
throughout the building. The boiler is located in the lower level 
of the building.  Several electric baseboard type heaters also 
provide heat to the building.  The first floor is served by 3 win-
dow mounted type air conditioning units to provide cooling for 
the spaces.  The second floor is served by 2 window mounted 
type air conditioning units.  The boiler is old and at the end of 
useful life.  The window mounted air conditioning units are in 
fair to poor condition.  

Plumbing Systems
A 40-gallon electric water heater is located in the lower level.  
The water heater is approximately 15 years old and in fair 
condition.  

Fire Protection Systems
The Counseling & Social Services Building does not have an 
automatic fire suppression system (sprinklers).

EXISTING FACILITY ANALYSIS
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FLEET MAINTENANCE

ARCHITECTURAL/STRUCTURAL 
ASSESSMENT

Existing Building Data
The existing Fleet Services building is a single-story building 
of approximately 32,565 square feet including a mezzanine 
level.  The building contains the fleet maintenance garage, 
public works storage, building maintenance, and police/vehicle 
storage.  The current building has capacity in the repair sec-
tion for 12 vehicles of which 4 have vertical lifts.  The building 
construction consists of masonry walls with steel joist/deck roof 
structure and precast concrete floor in the mezzanine areas.

Building Condition/Quality
The existing Fleet Maintenance building is well-maintained and 
in good condition.  The existing vertical vehicle lifts and repair 
equipment appear to be in good condition and serviceable.  
The wash bay and salt storage areas are in fair condition with 
areas of visible steel corrosion and areas of damaged struc-
ture caused by salt trucks hitting the bottom chord of the roof 
trusses.  Extensive cracking is visible in the exterior concrete 
slab with weeds and grasses growing in the cracked regions.  
Exterior steel lintels show signs of surface rusting and should 
be cleaned, primed and painted within a regular maintenance 
plan.  An abandoned, underground fuel tank is located beneath 
the pavement outside of the building and has vents through the 
sidewalk to the exterior.  Any future expansion or redevelop-
ment of the site would require the removal of the tank and any 
contaminated soil.

Code/Life-Safety Issues
The stairs and handrail assemblies leading up to the mezzanine 
level do not meet code.  The stairs have open risers and the 
guardrail is installed at handrail height without required infill to 
prevent objects passing through the guardrail assembly.  The 
toilet rooms do not meet accessibility guidelines, and there 
are inadequate fixture levels for the occupancy of the build-
ing.  The lavatory does not have the required clear height or 
hardware and there is no trap protection provided.  Other toilet 
room accessories are also installed at the wrong height without 
minimum clearances provided.  The steel structure at the salt 
storage area and wash bay is rusting with areas that have 
been damaged by vehicle impact.  There are no floor drains 
provided in the garage area and no mechanical ventilation or 
vehicle exhaust control.  Due to the age of the current paint 

room, it is probable that the mechanical systems and disposal 
systems do not meet all code requirements.  Additional detailed 
investigation into the system components would be required to 
completely assess all of the systems.

ELECTRICAL ASSESSMENT

The electrical systems are assessed in the Village Hall building 
report.  The Fleet Maintenance building is attached to the Vil-
lage Hall via the physical plant.  The buildings were assessed 
as one complete system.

MECHANICAL SYSTEM ASSESSMENT

Summary
The building appears to be newer than the Village Hall and all 
mechanical equipment serving the building are in good condi-
tion.

The fire protection service in the Vehicle Maintenance Build-
ing has only a single check type backflow device.  The Illinois 
Plumbing Code requires a double check or reduced pressure 
type back-flow device on the fire service.  PSA Dewberry rec-
ommends replacing the back-flow device on the fire protection 
service to comply with the Illinois Plumbing Code.  

Heating Ventilating and Air Condition-
ing Systems (HVAC)
The vehicle bay is heated using two gas fired make-up air units 
controlled by thermostats.  12 infrared heaters also provide 
heating to the space.  There is no cooling in the vehicle bay but 
7 ceiling fans provide air movement.  The office, lunch room 
and parts room are heated and cooled using a gas fired furnace 
with a DX cooling coil and condensing unit.  The vehicle bay 
is also equipped with two vehicle exhaust systems to allow 
operation of the vehicles while being maintained.  All equipment 
appears to be in good condition.

Plumbing Systems
The vehicle maintenance bay has an overhead fluid distribution 
system.  Motor oil, transmission fluid, anti-freeze and hydraulic 
oil is distributed to the point of need through piping to overhead 
reels.  All equipment appears to be in good condition.

EXISTING FACILITY ANALYSIS
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CURRENT FLEET MAINTENANCE FLOOR PLAN

Fire Protection Systems
The fire protection water service that serves the vehicle 
maintenance building is located in the vehicle bay.  There is a 
single check type back-flow device located on the fire protection 
service.  The Illinois Plumbing Code requires a double check or 
reduced pressure type back-flow device on the fire service.  A 
wet type sprinkler system serves the entire building.

EXISTING FACILITY ANALYSIS




